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Abstract

1 Introduction

Using the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) to
georeference building models (BIM) we propose a
“pessimistic assumption”, because Building Models in IFC
are often not perfectly or sometimes not at all georeferenced,
in practice. For this reason, our approach defines a “metric”
using standard conform IFC Entities (buildingSmart, ISO
16739:2013) only. The higher the proposed Level of
Georeferencing (LoGeoRef) is, the more quality of
georeferencing is specified. Each level comprises their own
IFC-schema attributes and is standing on its own. The metric
is implemented in a free software tool for checking and
editing geo-transformation in IFC files.

Georeferencing is a major base-task for many use-cases that
acquire, manage, analyse or visualise the geometric
information of buildings (BIM) and topography (GIS) as
combined or linked information. Georeferencing is
performed through a coordinate transformation (ISO19111
[6]) from one coordinate system to another where at least
one of the coordinate systems is related to a geodetic datum.
A building model is geo-referenced if enough metainformation (IS019115-1 [7]) is given to apply a coordinate
transformation from the coordinate system of the building or
construction site to a geodetic coordinate system like a
national grid. The method and needed quality of the
transformation depends on the use-case and the desired
accuracy.
Our investigations aim to establish mutual understanding of
georeferencing of both BIM and geospatial domain experts.
The BIM and geospatial domain have different concepts,
standards, algorithms and technologies for georeferencing.
Of course, the geospatial domain has a deeper understanding
on and better methods for georeferencing. However,
geospatial experts need to understand which requirements
are crucial for BIM, promote their knowledge as partners in
a BIM project and understand the concepts and technologies
to make georeferencing of BIM possible. On the other hand,
BIM managers need to understand, that georeferencing is
crucial for BIM projects through all phases of designing,
building and operating and maintaining a building.
This article does not cover any development of new IFC
(buildingSmart, ISO16739 [4]) entities nor mathematical
algorithms for coordinate transformation.
Instead, this article focuses on best practice advices for
georeferencing building models (BIM) with the open
standard industry foundation classes (IFC). For most
practical applications, it will be enough to simply promote
and apply existing standards for georeferencing with the
IFC. Above that, a need for further activities on
standardisation will be identified, if needed.
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1.1 Use Cases
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Georeferencing is a major base-task for BIM/geospatial
interoperability during all phases of a buildings life cycle. In
the design and planning phase, the common visualisation
of federated BIM and geospatial data is crucial. In a “BIM to
Geospatial” mapping, building models may be used for
geospatial analysis, such as property and governmental
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approval, traffic simulation or environmental impact. In a
“Geospatial to BIM” mapping scenario, the nearby
geographic context for building design (alignment to parcel
lines, terrain and soil or placement of building connection
lines) may be used in a BIM authoring tool.

depending on geodetic projection and height above
reference plane must be agreed to.
When transforming geospatial feature (objects) to be used in
BIM authoring tools, algorithms and data structures need to
considert:
 Maybe BIM-software has computational problems with
large geo-coordinates or the max. numerical deviations
between geospatial coordinates (scale) and nature/BIM
(no scale) due to height above geodetic reference
surface and cartographic projection must be checked and
agreed to. Geodetic algorithms (height reduction, scale
due to map projection) are not implemented in BIM
software.

Fig. 1 Information flow for the model based exchange of
surveying, geo and building models (BIM).
Georeferencing as basic task for BIM/geospatial
interoperability for construction work. E.g. georeferencing
is needed for setting out and machine guidance with high
demands on precision, monitoring of work progress (e.g.
with geo-referenced point clouds) and area management of
construction site (storage space).
Georeferencing is also a basic task for BIM/geospatial
interoperability for the operation and maintenance phase of
buildings. E.g. for seamless Indoor-Outdoor Navigation
(same coordinate system for positioning devices), Integrated
Indoor and Outdoor Facility Management (same coordinate
system for all objects in asset information model (AIM)
according to ISO19650-2 [9]) or using detailed BIM models
in long-term with (public) geo data infrastructure (GDI).
Besides having well defined metadata and transformation
parameters in the data set, algorithms and data structures
need to consider:
 “Proper” point coordinates have to be created from
parametric BIM-objects, which may not be represented
as B-Rep (ISO 10303-42 [3], ISO 19107 [5]) model.
 A preceding sequence of several relative transformations
(ISO10303-42[3], ISO16739 [4]) from e.g. Object,
Storey, Building, Site has to be applied internally in the
building model before the parameters of the geotransformation are applied.
 The position of the project basepoint must be uniquely
defined for all discipline submodels in a federated BIM
and for the BIM coordination model.
 Transforming from building/project CRS (3D-Cartesian,
no scale) to geospatial coordinate system may include a
(small) scale parameter. The Employer’s Information
Requirements (EIR) and BIM Execution Plan (BEP)
according to ISO 19650 [8] must clearly state, if this is
wanted or not. If wanted, a common scale factor

 Every BIM party should know that geospatial
information, used in BIM is reliable only to a certain
precision and accuracy, because geodata are a result of
diverse measurements. Therefore metadata (ISO 191151) shall be applied.

1.2 Related Work
A good overview on “Geo-referencing BIM” is given by
buildingSmart [1] with some basic geodetic concepts,
practical problems and numerical examples. Kaden and
Clemen [12] investigate the general differences of coordinate
systems in the geospatial and construction domain. They also
show ways how to make BIM models georeferenced in BIM
authoring tools, such as Autodesk Revit. Steve Kardinal et.
al [10] show how to geo-process BIM models, using a
“hardcoded” setting of the Coordinate Reference System
(CRS) in the Feature Manipulation Engine (FME). They
state that while transforming “the 3D Cartesian model into a
3D GCS based model in CityGML, it is of importance to
select carefully the required coordinate systems, as well as
the translation process of the coordinates into GCS
coordinates” [10] . This shows that it is very important to
have a unified and well-agreed approach to store the
parameters for geo-referencing in an IFC Model, which
might automatically parsed and interpreted by geoprocessing software. Markič, Donaubauer and Borrmann
[11] focus on large-scale infrastructure BIM models, which
also need to take into account the inhomogeneity of geodetic
networks. They propose to include grid-based datum
conversions, datum conversions (e.g. NTv2) into the IFC
standard in form of a new Entity

2 Resolving the Problem
With the ISO 16739 (IFC, [4]) the alphanumerical and
numerical values that describe the position and orientation of
the building related to a geodetic CRS are not uniquely
solved: The information is distributed over several entities
and can also be stored redundantly. Therefore, this report
gives a detailed overview on how georeferencing might be
stored in IFC. Fig. 2 gives an overview on the coordinate
systems used in IFC.
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Fig. 2 Cascading relative CRS for a BIM Project

Fig.
3 IFC Entities to specify a Postal Address
(LoGeoRef10)

Practical experiences show that BIM authoring tools export
the georeferencing very differently to IFC files. While the
result is syntactically correct the full spectrum of IFC
possibilities is used, which may lead to a misunderstanding
in another software importing the files. To have a common
language, that can be used in BIM processes for describing
exchange Employer’s Information Requirements (EIR), BIM
Execution Plan (BEP) or technical Exchange Requirement
(ERs), this article proposes a LoGeoRef concept under the
following “metric”: The higher the LoGeoRef is the more
quality of georeferencing. Higher levels do not automatically
include information out of lower levels. Each level
comprises its own IFC-schema attributes and is standing on
its own. The metric is designed with decimal steps to allow
intermediate steps e.g. for elevation, quality of attribute
values or project-specific extensions.
LoGeoRef 10 (Postal Address, project management)
The simplest way to describe a site or a building location is
to add a postal address to the BIM project. Postal addresses
are easily human readable and semi-structured for machines.
For georeferencing purposes, it is only a rough
approximation for setting the location of the site or the
building. Nevertheless, it can be helpful for integrating GIS
data like adding data of surrounding city models.
The IFC schema provides an entity for storing address data
in an IFC-file. The entity IfcPostalAddress contains
multiple attributes including address lines, postal code, town,
region and country. For a correct assignment to a spatial
structure element, the IfcPostalAddress object has to
be referenced by either IfcSite or IfcBuilding. Both
entities include a certain attribute for address referencing.
(Fig. 3)

The IFC-Listing in Fig. 4 contains an instance of
IfcPostalAddress
with
information
for
georeferencing highlighted in the green frame. In this case,
the address is referenced by an instance of IfcSite and an
instance of IfcBuilding (red frames). Please note that
for fulfilling LoGeoRef 10 the IfcPostalAdress does
not has to be referenced in both entities.

Fig. 4 IFC - Simple georeferencing with geographic
coordinates and postal address (level 10)
LoGeoRef 20 (Geographic Coordinate, point on map)
Geographic coordinates are another simple way for
georeferencing IFC-files. For compliance with LoGeoRef
20, instances of IfcSite must contain values for their
attributes RefLatitude and RefLongitude. As their
names suggest an IFC model is able to store one single point
coordinate with longitude and latitude directly in IfcSite
(Fig. 5). According to the IFC schema definition its values
are geographic coordinates with respect to the World
Geodetic System, e.g. WGS84 with EPSG:4326. Besides of
that, it is also possible to store a value for the elevation in the
corresponding attribute RefElevation. By definition,
RefElevation should have a metric value related to a
locally used datum relative to the sea level. However, there
is no possibility to specify the datum´s name explicit in the
file.
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Fig. 5 IFC Entities to specify geographic coordinates of the
Site (LoGeoRef 20)

Fig. 6 Numerical and syntactical example for geographic
coordinates related to IFC Site (LoGeoRef 20)
Latitude and longitude are stored as comma-separated
integers fulfilling the conditions of the IFC-type
IfcCompoundPlaneAngleMeasure. There can be
three or four integers describing the required angle. The first
value stands for the degree, the second for the minutes, the
third for the seconds and the optional fourth for the
millionth-seconds part of the angle. This shows that it is
possible to set a point coordinate for IfcSite in a very
accurate way. LoGeoRef 20 does not include possibilities to
store any rotation parameters, though.

Fig.
7
IFC Entities to specify translation (offset,
Easting/Northing) and rotation of a building or a site
(LoGeoRef 30)
A corresponding IFC-file contains the following instances
for satisfying LoGeoRef 30 is shown in Fig. 8:

Fig. 8 Numerical and syntactical example for a simple 3Parameter-Tarnsformation as Placement of IFC Site
(LoGeoRef 30)

LoGeoRef 30 (3+1-Parameter for IfcSite Placement)
LoGeoRef 30 describes the possibility to store the location
of any IfcSpatialStructureElement directly in its
LocalPlacement object (Fig. 7). Subclasses that can be
instantiated in an IFC-file are IfcSite, IfcBuilding,
IfcBuildingStorey or IfcSpace. As an important
constraint, LoGeoRef 30 applies only to those spatial
structure elements that do not have a relative placement to
another spatial structure element. Therefore, the attribute
PlacmentRelTo of the IfcLocalPlacement-object
belonging to the IfcSpatialStructureElement
should be empty (“$”). Usually this is the same spatial
element, which is also the uppermost element in the spatial
hierarchy. According to the IFC schema definition, this
should always be an IfcSite-object.
The
attribute
RelativePlacement
is
of
type
IfcAxis2Placement3D, so X-, Y- and Z coordinates for
the location might be stored together with vector components
for an angle specification for a rotation of the X-axis and the
Z-axis.
This makes it possible to store the placement for the
translation to an arbitrary coordinate reference system (CRS)
in the Location attribute and the rotation (true north) as
vector of the specific axis respectively RefDirection
attribute.

LoGeoRef 40 (3+1-Parameter using GeometricRepresentationContext of IfcProject)
LoGeoRef 40 provides two main attributes to store
georeferencing
attributes
in
an
IFC-file.
Both
WorldCoordinateSystem and TrueNorth (see Fig. 2) are part
of the IfcGeometricRepresentationContext of
an instantiated IfcProject. According to the IFC schema
definition, every IFC-file contains an IfcProject and a
referenced IfcGeometricRepresentationContext
with the attribute ContextType given as “Model”. It is also
possible to set up a coordinate system for the 3D-model
context
of
the
project
via
the
attribute
WorldCoordinateSystem.
The other attributes follow the same rule as mentioned in
previous LoGeoRef 30. A location stored in an instance of
IfcCartesianPoint and optional directions for X- and
Z-axis are stored in instances of IfcDirection.
As a second main attribute, there is the TrueNorth attribute.
This attribute is used in case the Y-axis of the given
WorldCoordinateSystem does not point to the global
northing. That means that this is another way to set a rotation
for the XY-plane. In consequence, the corresponding
IfcDirection can only store two vector components.
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The connection to the project is made by the attribute
SourceCRS
that
is
inherited
from
IfcCoordinateOperation. As a constraint of
LoGeoRef 50 the SourceCRS must be of type
IfcGeometricRepresentationContext.
TargetCRS is consequently the Coordinate Reference
System that should apply to the project. For describing these
systems, IFC4 is able to store data regarding the CRS via an
instance of IfcProjectedCRS. By schema definition, it
is recommended to specify the CRS with an EPSG-code.
However, it can also be specified via the other attributes of
this entity.
Fig. 9 IFC Entities to specify the geometric representation
context of a project (LoGeoRef 40)

Fig. 10
Numerical and syntactical example for georeferencing the geometric representation context of a project
(LoGeoRef 40)
In the example (Fig.
10) the IfcGeometric
RepresentationContext contains a geo-referenced
location in IfcCartesianPoint. Its directions are
optional and not explicitly given. That means they use their
default directions for X-axis (1/0/0) and Z-axis (0/0/1). The
rotation (true north angle) is given in IfcDirection
(#91)

Fig. 11 IFC Entities to specify georeferencing with Meta
data in IFC4 (LoGeoRef 50)

The example (Fig. 10) shows also the possibility to store
geo-referenced coordinates and rotations for the whole
project context and not only for a certain (spatial) element.
Furthermore the TrueNorth attribute provides the option to
set a distortion directly relative to the north direction.
However, those options could be confusing and redundant
when direction attributes are set at WorldCoordinateSystem
and TrueNorth as it may happen when LoGeoRef 50 is
fulfilled.

Fig. 12 Numerical and syntactical example for georefencing and meta data using IfcMapConversion
(LoGeoRef 50)

LoGeoRef 50 (3+1 Parameter and CRS Metadata)

LoGeoRef60 (Set of common points in BIM and Geospatial)

This level provides the highest quality regarding the
georeferencing of an IFC-file. It is only available in IFC-files
that comply to IFC schema version 4. So it is important to
note that no IFC-file using another schema version can fulfil
this level.

At present, there is no possibility to store any three-step
transformation between the building project CRS (BIM),
engineering CRS to a geodetic CRS in IFC.

With IFC schema version 4 buildingSMART introduced
some entities especially for georeferencing purposes. In
particular, the entity IfcMapConversion stores the offset
between project coordinate system and the global origin of a
coordinate reference system with the attributes Eastings,
Northings and OrthogonalHeight for global elevation. The
rotation for the XY-plane will be stored using the attributes
XAxisAbscissa and XAxisOrdinate. Each attribute stores
one vector component of the resulting angle (unlike the
TrueNorth attribute with both vector components, see
LoGeoRef 40). With the attribute scale a distortion of
distances can be introduced.

Fig. 13 Concept of using control points for georeferencing
(not implemented in IFC)
The presumptive most reliable option to apply a
transformation is the use of control points. Control points
should
have
coordinate
values
in
the
local
project/site/building system (BIM), the construction site
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system (engineering CRS) and in the geodetic CRS and -in
the global CRS system (Fig. 13 Concept of using control
points for georeferencing (not implemented in IFC)). It is up
to the software manufacturers to provide functionality for
transforming of BIM models into global geodetic systems.
Possible data e.g. calculated transformation parameters could
may be stored -without extending IFC schema- through
generic property sets.

sufficient for most construction projects. To communicate
the "depth" of georeferencing between project partners, a
level of georeferencing concept (LoGeoRef) was developed
using the existing IFC entities. Only for the georeferencing
of Engineering CRS is a further development of the IFC
recommended by suitable IFC Property-set for control
points.
The developed simple IFC checking tool might be used to
check the compatible quality of georeferencing as it might be
described in BIM contracts or Public approval procedures.

Checking Tool
During our investigations we recognized, that a fast check
whether a certain IFC-file fulfills one or more LoGeoRefs
can be very beneficial. To make this possible, we developed
a software that is able to extract information on
georeferencing from IFC2x3, IFC4 and IFC4.1 files. This
information is then presented in a detailed protocol where
the user may also change the values of the georeferencing
parameters (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14 IfcGeoRefChecker and IfcGeoRefUpdater offers a
simple way for checking, comparing and editing the
placement of BIM Models serialised in the open standard
IFC.
The Software is available under the licence CC BY4.0 [2]
3

Conclusions

In order to increase the interoperability of BIM and GIS
models, the uniform application of georeferencing plays a
crucial role. The Standard IFC offers many options that are
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